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Abstract 
MardeSiC, S. and V. MatijeviC, B-like spaces are limits of approximate p-resolutions, Topology 
and its Applications 45 (1992) 189-202. 
Recently, S. MardeSiC and J. Segal have shown that for any class g of compact polyhedra with 
no isolated points, p-like compact spaces coincide with limits of approximate inverse systems, 
which consist of polyhedra from the class p and have surjective bonding mappings. In this paper 
an analogous result is proved for classes ?? of locally compact polyhedra with no isolated points 
and g-like spaces. These spaces are characterized as limits of approximate resolutions (in the 
sense of S. MardeSiC and T. Watanabe), whose terms are polyhedra from the class 9 and all the 
bonding mappings are surjective. 
Keywords: Inverse system, approximate inverse system, inverse limit, resolution, approximate 
resolution, p-like space, %-mapping. 
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1. Introduction 
P-like metric compacta were defined and studied in [6], where it was shown that, 
for an arbitrary class 9’ of compact connected polyhedra, a metric compacturn X 
is P-like if and only if it is the limit of an inverse sequence of polyhedra from P 
with surjective bonding mappings. It was proved in [3] that the limit of an inverse 
system of compact polyhedra from P (more generally, of compact P-like spaces) 
with onto bonding mappings is always a P-like compact space. However, for 
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nonmetric P-like compact spaces the converse need not hold. Counterexamples 
were exhibited in the case where 9 consists of all compact connected polyhedra of 
dimension ~1 [2,10] and in the case where P consists of a single compact polyhe- 
dron, the arc [l]. 
Recently, MardeSic and Rubin [5] have introduced approximate inverse systems 
of metric compacta and their limits and have shown that compact Hausdorff spaces 
X with dim X s n coincide with the limits of approximate systems of compact 
polyhedra of dimension sn. Furthermore, MardeSiC and Segal [8] have shown that 
for classes B of compact polyhedra with no isolated points, P-like compact Haus- 
dorff spaces coincide with limits of approximate systems of polyhedra from P with 
surjective bonding mappings. 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the latter result to noncompact P-like 
spaces and classes P of locally compact polyhedra (see Theorems 1.6 and 1.7). The 
generalization uses the notion of an approximate resolution. This notion was recently 
introduced by MardeSiC and Watanabe [9], who combined the idea of an approxi- 
mate inverse system of compacta with the idea of a resolution. The latter notion, 
introduced by MardeSiC [4] (also see [7]), successfully replaces the notion of inverse 
limit in noncompact situations. 
In defining P-like spaces for arbitrary classes of spaces 9, we will use the following 
notation. If 3, and QZ are coverings of a space and Ou, refines Ou,, we write 011, d Q2. 
We denote by Cov(X) the set of all normal (open) coverings of X. 
Definition 1.1. Let X and Y be topological spaces and let 011 be a covering of X. 
A mapping f : X + Y is called a Oil-mapping provided there exists a normal covering 
VE Cov( Y) such that fP’( 7’) G 011. 
Definition 1.2. Let 9 be a (nonempty) class of Hausdorff spaces. A space X is 
called p-like provided for every normal covering % E Cov(X), there exists a member 
P E SF’ and there exists a a-mapping f : X + P such that the closure f(X) = P. 
In the case of compact Hausdorff spaces X and compact members of P this 
definition is equivalent to the one used in the above cited papers [3,6,X]. 
We now quote from [9] the definition of an approximate system of spaces and 
its limit and the definition of an approximate resolution. Hereby, (f, .fJ s Ou means 
that the mappings f, and f2 are %-near. 
Definition 1.3. An approximate inverse system ZZ’= (X,, 021,, paa,, A) consists of a 
directed and unbounded ordered set A, of Tychonoff spaces X, and their normal 
coverings Q,, a E A, and of mappings pclOS : X,. + X0, a c a’, which satisfy the follow- 
ing conditions: 
(AI) (~w,~a,aZ, puq)s Q,, 
whenever a G a, G a,; paa is the identity mapping lx,,. 
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(A2) For each a E A and each % E Cov(X,), there exists an a’s a such that 
(PUO,Pa,a,, PaaJS % 
whenever a’~ a, s az. 
(A3) For each a E A and each % E Cov(X,), there exists an a’s a such that 
% a.‘< p$( “u), 
whenever a’ s a”. 
Definition 1.4. An approximate map p : X + 2 = (X,, qI,, paaS, A) is a collection of 
mappings pa. . X + X, such that the following condition holds: 
(AS) For each a E A and each 021 E Cov(X,) there exists an a’> a such that 
(P,,,,PU,,, PO) s % 
whenever a’s a”. 
A limit of an approximate system Z is an approximate mapping p : X -+ Z? with 
the universal property that for any other approximate mapping q : Y + Z there exists 
a unique mapping g : Y + X such that p,g = qa, for every Q E A. 
By [9, Theorem 1.141, every approximate system admits a limit, which is unique 
up to a natural homeomorphism. 
Definition 1.5. An approximate resolution p: X + a7 of a space X consists of an 
approximate system 8? = (X,, %,, pan,, A) and of an approximate mapping p = 
(pa) : X + %’ such that the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(Rl)* For any polyhedron Q (CW-topology), covering ‘VE Cov(Q) and mapping 
f: X + Q there exist an a E A and a mapping g : X0 + Q such that 
(R2)* For any polyhedron Q and covering “Ir, Cov(Q) there exists a covering 
V’ E Cov( Q) with the following property. If a E A and g, g’: X, -+ Q are mappings 
for which (gp,, g’p,) s Zr’, then there exists an a’> a such that (gp,,,, g’pu,,) s “Ir. 
If X is topologically complete and p : X + 2 is a resolution, then p is also a limit 
of ZZ [9, Theorem 3.11. If X and all X, are compact spaces, then approximate 
resolutions p : X + ZZ’ coincide with limits [9, Theorem 4.11. 
We can now state our main results. 
Theorem 1.6. Let 9 be a class of spaces, let 2? = (X,, %,, paa,, A) be an approximate 
system of p-like Tychonoff spaces with bonding mappings, which satisfy the condition 
p,,,(X,,) = X,, a s a’. If p = (p,): X + 2’ is an approximate resolution, then X is a 
P-like space. 
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Theorem 1.7. Let 9 be a class of locally compact polyhedra with no isolated points. 
7hen every P-like space X admits an approximate resolution p : X + Esuch that X, E 9’ 
and all the bonding maps paaS are surjective. 
Definition 1.8. Let P be a class of spaces. An approximate p’-resolution of X is an 
approximate resolution p : X + 2 = (X,, %,, paa,, A) such that X, E 9, for a E A, 
and all the bonding mappings paaS, a s a’, are surjective. 
Corollary 1.9. Let 97’ be a class of locally compact polyhedra with no isolated points. 
A space X is P-like if and only if it admits an approximate Y-resolution. 
In a recent paper [ 111, Watanabe characterized spaces X with covering dimension 
dim X s n as spaces which admit an approximate resolution p :X + 2, where all 
X, are polyhedra of dimension dim X, s n. Watanabe’s method of proof is not 
applicable to our case because we need surjective bonding mappings. 
2. Limits of approximate @resolutions are B-like spaces. Proof of Theorem 1.6 
In the proof of Theorem 1.6, we need the following result established in [9, 
Theorem 2.8 and Remarks 2.9 and 2.101. 
Proposition 2.1. An approximate mapping p : X + 2 is an approximate resolution if 
and only if the following two conditions hold: 
(Bl)” For each %ECOV(X) there exist an aEA and a VECOV(X,) such that 
p;‘(V)s %. 
(B2)” For each a E A and each Ou E Cov(x,) there exists an a’? a such that 
P,,,(X,,) E st(pa(W, w. (1) 
Using condition (B2)*, we first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let p:X+SY=(X,,%,, paa,, A) be an approximate resolution. If 
p,,JX,s) =X0, for all a 6 a’, then also p,(X) =X,, for all a E A. 
Proof. Assume that for a given a E A, pa(X) # X,. Choose a point x, E X,\p,(X). 
Since X, is a Tychonoff space, there exists a mapping f: X, + I = [0, 11 such that 
f(xn) =0 and f(pa(X)) = 1. Let ‘74” be an open covering of I such that O$ St(1, “ur). 
Then V= f -‘( 74”) is a normal covering of X, such that 
&g st(Pa(W, “Ir) = st(pa(W, v. (2) 
Now choose a covering 011 E Cov(X,) such that st % G 7. 
By (B2)*, there exists an a’2 a such that (1) holds. This implies 
PaaJxz,) E St(Pa(X), St “11) c st(Pa(W, w. (3) 
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By (2) and (3), x, cannot belong to pOa(X,.). However, this contradicts the assump- 
tion that p,,(X,,) =X,. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let 5Y E Cov(X). By property (Bl)*, there exist an a E A and 
a VE Cov(X,) such that p,‘(Y) 4 “u. Since X, is P-like, there exist a P E 9 and a 
V-mapping g : X, + P such that g(X,) = l? Clearly, f= gp, : X + P is a %-mapping 
and f(X) = P, because Lemma 2.2 implies pa(X) = X,. 0 
3. Approximate factorization lemmas 
In the proof of Theorem 1.7 we need some approximate factorization lemmas, 
which in the compact case were established already in [2,3]. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 9 be a family of polyhedra having no isolated points and let X be a 
p-like space. Let Q, , . . , , Qk be polyhedra, let f, : X + Q, , . . . , fk : X + Qk be mappings 
and let %, E Cov( Q,), . . . , Q1, E Cov( Qk) be open coverings. Then there exists a polyhe- 
dron P E 9 and there exist mappings g : X + P, p, : P + Q, , . . . , pk : P + Qk, such that 
g(X)=Pand (p,g,f;)soZli,fori=l ,..., k. Moreover, iffor a given i the polyhedron 
Q, is locally compact andJ;(X) = Qi, then one can achieve that pi is a surjection. 
The proof of Lemma 3.1 uses the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let K be a 1ocallyJinite simplicial complex and let L be subcomplex of K 
with no isolated vertexes and such that 
st(lLJ,rC)=lKl, (4) 
where 
7[= {st(v, K): v E K”} (5) 
and K0 is the O-skeleton of K. Then there exists a surjective mapping Cc, :1 LI + 1 K ( such 
that 
(i, *)~37, (6) 
where 
5T={st(v, K): VE P} (7) 
and i : ) Lj + 1 K) is the inclusion mapping. 
Proof. Let M be the set of all principal simplexes of L. For every simplex s E M 
we will define a surjective mapping +, : Is\ + st(s, K) such that +., ) ds = id. Then the 
desired mapping Cc, : (L/ + (K ( is obtained by putting + ( (sI= qs, s E M, and by taking 
for +I ILl\U,,, 1.~1 the inclusion mapping. Note that q? satisfies (6). Moreover, 
@(IL]) = IKJ, because (4) implies 
/Kj = u st(s, K). (8) 
.L i M 
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In order to define $.$ for a given s E M, note that the set st(s, K) consists of a 
finite collection of simplexes of K, say, {t, , . . . , tk}. Also note that dim s 2 1 because 
L has no isolated vertexes. Therefore, it is possible to choose in the interior of s a 
collection of disjoint balls {B, , . . . , &} of dimension dim ss 1 and in the interior 
of each ball B, an arc Ji. Now one considers surjective mappings Gi:Ji + (t,(, 
i=l,..., k. Such mappings exist, because ]ti] is a Peano continuum. Since IsI c Iti] 
and If,] is also an AR, one can extend 4, to a mapping $i : Bi + ) tit such that 4, /dB, 
is the inclusion mapping. Finally, +,Y is defined by putting I,/J,) B, = tii and 
q5 I Is[\U B;=id. q 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let ??‘, X, Q, f; and olli, i = 1,. . . , k, be as in the first assertion 
of Lemma 3.1. For each i choose an open covering 02lj of Q, such that 
st(“UI) s 011,. (9) 
Choose a triangulation Ki of Qi so fine that the covering Yt, formed by all the 
closures of the members of YC, = {st( q Ki): v E KY} refines 011:) 
zs %1: (10) 
(see, e.g. [7, Appendix 1, 81.1, Theorem 41). Choose a normal covering Ou E Cov(X) 
such that 
%sf,‘(Y&), i=l,..., k. (11) 
Since X is Y-like, there exist a polyhedron PE Y’, a mapping g:X+ P and a 
covering Zr E Cov( P) such that 
g-‘(V)< 021, (12) 
g(X) = P. (13) 
Now choose a triangulation K of P such that YC = {st( z1, k): ZI E K”} satisfies 
.?zG Yf. (14) 
Then, by (14), (12), (11), (10) and (9), we obtain 
g-‘(z) zz g-‘( 7q 6 Q Gf;‘(rc,)Gf,-‘(Q:) Gf;‘(%,), 
i= 1,. . . , k. (15) 
We will now define simplicial mappings cp, : K + K, such that the induced mappings 
(cpi(:~=(~(+Qi=I~i( satisfy 
(J,]qilg)<Yc,s”21;, i=l,..., k. (16) 
To a vertex w of K we assign a vertex u = pi(w) of K, such that 
g-‘(st(w, K)) cf;‘(st(cp,(w), K)). (17) 
This is possible because of (15). 
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In order to verify that pi is indeed a simplicial mapping pi : K + K,, consider the 
vertexes wO, . . . , w,, of a simplex in K. Then 
st(w,, K)n.. .nst(w,, K)f@ (18) 
Since st(w,, K)n.. .nst(w,,, K) is an open set, (13) shows that also 
g-‘(st(w,, K)n.. .nst(w,,, K))f0. (19) 
Now note that, by (17), 
g-‘(st(w,,, K) n. . . n st(w,, K)) 
=g-‘(st(w,, K))n. . .ng-‘(st(w,, K)) 
~.fp’(st((p,(wo), K,)) n. . . nfl’(st(cp,(w,), K,)) 
=fi’(st(cp,(wJ, K,) n. . . nst(cp,(w,), K,)). (20) 
(20) and (19) imply 
st(cp,(wA K,) n. . .nst(dw,), J&)+0, (21) 
which shows that the vertexes cp,(w,), . . , pl(w,) indeed span a simplex of K,. 
In order to verify (16), note that every x E X admits a vertex w of K such that 
g(x) E st(w, K) and therefore 
IcPiIg(X) E st(q,(w), K,). (22) 
On the other hand, by (17), 
x~ g-‘(st(w, K))c_f,‘(st(cp,(w), Kg)), (23) 
so that 
J;(x) E st(cp,(w), K,). (24) 
(22) and (24) demonstrate (16). This completes the proof of the first assertion of 
Lemma 3.1. 
Now assume that, for a given i, Q, is locally compact and 
f;(X) = 0,. (25) 
It is easily seen that (25) and (16) imply 
Qi=IK,l=st(lL;I,rC,), (26) 
where L, = cp,( K) E Ki. Let {L,, : h E A} be the set of components of the complex Li 
and let K, denote the subcomplexes of K defined by 
K,, = cpI’(k,), A E A. (27) 
Clearly, 
P=IKI= u )K,/. (28) 
hE 1 
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and \K, 1, A E A, are disjoint closed and open subsets of 1 KI. Moreover, by (26), 
Qi= U st(J. (29) 
ht 1 
For each A E A we will define a surjective mapping piA : 1 K,, ( + st( such that 
(Pih~l(PilIIKb41)9~i~ (30) 
Then the desired mapping pI : IKI + Qi is obtained by putting 
PilIKihI=Pih. (31) 
Indeed, (29) implies p;(JKJ) = Q;. Moreover, one has 
(p,,I~il)S%@&; (32) 
and therefore also 
(Pig> IPzlg)< %:. (33) 
This, together with (16) yields 
(pig,J;)Gst(%21j)s011;. (34) 
In the construction of pi,, we distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: L,, is a vertex v of Li. The local compactness of QI implies that Ki is a 
locally finite complex. Therefore, st(v, YC,) is a Peano continuum. By assumption, 
P = (KI E ?? has no isolated points. Therefore, K and Ki, have no isolated vertexes. 
Consequently, K;, contains a l-simplex t and there exists a surjective mapping 
pih:Itl+St(U,Y~8). s- ___ ~ mce st(u, Yc) = st(u, Ki) is also a compact AR, pi,, admits an 
extension plh : ) K,, I + st( u, YC,). This mapping satisfies (30), because Iqil(l K,, I) = v. 
Case 2: Li, is not a vertex, i.e., it is a nondegenerate connected subcomplex of 
L. Then Lemma 3.2 can be applied to st( Lib, Ki) and L,, . It yields an onto mapping 
+ih : IL,, I + Ist( Liy K)l =st(l such that 
(i, (Clih)sR, (35) 
where i : 1 Lu ) + st(l is the inclusion mapping. We now put 
PEA = lClihCDi I IKtA. (36) 
Clearly, 
Pih(IKlhI)=~l*(ILlhI)=St(l (37) 
and (30) holds too. •i 
4. B-like spaces admit approximate B-resolutions. Proof of Theorem 1.7 
Let 9 be a class of locally compact polyhedra with no isolated points and let X 
be a p-like space. We will define an approximate system S?= (X,, a,, paa,, A) such 
that each X, E 9 and each paas is surjective. Moreover, we will define an approximate 
mapping p = (pa) : X -+ 2, which satisfies (Rl)” and (R2)“. 
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4.1. Structure of the index set A 
In order to define A and the ordering on A, we will define a sequence of ordered 
sets!J=Ap,sA,sA,c*.. with the following properties: 
The restriction of the ordering of A, to A,,_, coincides with the 
ordering of A,-, . (38) 
The ordering on A,, is antisymmetric and cofinite. (39) 
B, = A,\A,,_, , n 2 0, is the set of maximal elements of A,. The set 
B, is infinite. (40) 
If i < j, b, E B,, b, E B, and bi < b, in A;, then there exists a chain 
b, ( b,,, ( ’ ..<b,,where bkEBh,for isksj. (41) 
If b,-, , bL_, E B,_, , then there exists an element b, E B, such that 
b,-, c b,, b’,m, <b,. (42) 
Note that (39) and (40) imply that B, is totally unordered. Therefore, if bi E Bi, 
b, E B, and bi -=I b,, we must have i < j. 
Once we have defined the ordered sets A,G A, E. . . , which satisfy (38)-(42), 
we define A by 
A=fiA,=; B,, 
,1 2 0 IIs” 
(43) 
and order A by the unique ordering which, when restricted to A,,, coincides with 
the ordering of A,,. Clearly, A is antisymmetric and cofinite, because all predecessors 
of an element a E A, in A are at the same time predecessors of a in A,,. The set A 
is also directed. Indeed, if a, U’E A,,, then by (40), there exist elements 6, b’E B, 
such that a G b, a’~ b’. Moreover, by (42), there is an element b,,, E B,,, such that 
b, b’s b,,, and therefore a, u’s b,,, 
4.2. The initial stage of the construction 
We will now define the set A, = B,, polyhedra XU,]~ 9, coverings QaO, %Z,,E 
Cov( X,,,) and mappings Pa,, : X + X,,, , a, E A,, , such that 
P,,,(X) = XL,,, 3 (44) 
st2( Q Z<,) c %7,, . (45) 
We consider all mappings f : X + P, where P E 9 and f(X) = P Two such map- 
pings f and f’: X + P’ are equivalent provided there exists a homeomorphism 
cp : P + P’ such that cPf=f’. We define A0 as the set of all equivalence classes of 
such maps. To see that this is indeed a set it suffices to note that f(X) = P implies 
that the density s(P) d s(X). Since for polyhedra P density coincides with weight, 
we see that also w(P) s s(X) and therefore P embeds in the Tychonoff cube 1“x’. 
Hence, there are no more classes of mappingsf: X + P, P E 8, f(X) = P, than there 
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are mappings X + 1%(x ‘. Also note that A,, is an infinite set. Indeed, every polyhedron 
P E B has a principal simplex s of dimension 31 and there are infinitely many 
homeomorphisms cp : P + P We consider A, as totally unordered. 
If a, E A,, we choose a representative f : X + P of the class a, and put X,(,= P, 
pa,, =J: We take for a,,, and %z(, arbitrary open coverings of X,,, which satisfy (45). 
Note that for any polyhedron Q, covering YE Cov(Q) and mapping f: X + Q, 
the first statement of Lemma 3.1 (for k = 1) yields a polyhedron P E C? and mappings 
g:X~P,p:P~Q,suchthatg(X)=Pand(pg,f)~7r.Ifa,EA,istheclassofg, 
then there exists a homeomorphism cp :X,,,+ P such that g = qpa,, and therefore 
(( pq)pa,,, f) s Y This fact already proves condition (Rl)“. 
4.3. 7’he induction step 
We assume that we have defined ordered sets A,,, . . . , A, so that (38)-(42) hold. 
We also assume that for every a E A,, we have already defined a polyhedron X, E 9, 
coverings %,, 3: E Cov(X,) and a mapping pO :X +X,, and that for a < a’, a, 
a’ E A,,, we have defined surjective mappings paa.: X0.+ X, such that 
P,(X) =X,2 (46) 
st2( %X) S %,, (47) 
(Pm P,IO,PU~)~ “11x, (48) 
011 ..~p;;,(o21~). (49) 
In addition to this we assume that for any pair b; E Bj, b,,, E B,+, , b, < b,+, , i+ 1 c n, 
we have defined a covering V,,,_, E Cov(X,,) with the following three properties. 
If bi E Bi, bi+, E Bi+, , a~4 and bi<bi+l<a, then (P~,,P~,~P~)< 
2’ b,b,+, . (50) 
For any 6, E B,, is n - 1, and every open covering vb, E Cov(Xb,), 
there exists a b,,, E B,+, such that bi < b,+, and “Irb,h,+, = v,,,. (51) 
If bi E B,, bi+i E B,+i 2 u E A,, and bi < bi+, < a, then %, spb,i( vb,b,+,). (52) 
We will now define A,,+, and extend the above structure from A, to A,,+, . We 
need to define B,+, , xbtf+,, %&, , “u&+, 2 Pb,,,,, Pab,,,, and ~b>&,,+, > where bn E Brt, 
bn+, E Bn+, , a E A,,, a <b,+, and b, < b,,, . 
For &+, we take the set of all quadruples 
b n+, = (b,, b’,, zr,sz, “Irh;), (53) 
where b,, b; are different elements of B, and vb8z, “Irb, are arbitrary open coverings 
of Xb,, and Xb;, respectively. We then put 
A nt, = A, u B,+, . (54) 
The ordering of A,,, is defined as follows. On A,, it agrees with the ordering 
already defined on A,,. For b,,, as in (53), we put b, < b,,, , bl, < b,,, and consider 
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b, and b: to be the only predecessors of b,,+, belonging to B,. For a E A,_, , we 
put a < b,,, if and only if a < 6, or a < b:. Clearly, this defines an ordering on 
A nt, 2 which satisfies the requirements (38)-(42). 
For b,+, as in (53), we put 
Vf M,,+, = VI&,, ~I+,,+, = vt?:,. (55) 
For a given b, E B, and an arbitrary V,,,, E Cov(X,,,), we can choose a b; E B,, 
b; # b,, and an arbitrary V,,;,E Cov(X,,;,). Then (53) yields a b,,, E B,,, , which, by 
(55), satisfies (51). 
For a given b,,, E B,,, we now consider all the mappings pa : X + X,, for a E A,,, 
a<b,+,. If a = b, E B,, i c n, we choose a covering ?YO E Cov(X,), which refines %z 
and also refines all “Irhlh,+, , where b,+, E B,+, and bi < b,,, c b,,, . Because of cofinite- 
ness of A,,+, , there are only finitely many such elements b,+, and the choice of u’, 
is possible. Finally, we apply Lemma 3.1 to the collection of mappings p0 :X+X, 
and coverings YVO E Cov(X,), a < b,,, . Since pa(X) = X, and X, is a locally compact 
polyhedron, Lemma 3.1 yields a polyhedron X,,+, E 6P and mappings ph,,+, : X + X,,,+, , 
Pah,,+, : Xh,,+, + X, such that 
Ph,,+,(W = &I,,+, > (56) 
the mappings pot,+, are surjections, 
(Pa, Pab,,,, Ph,,,,) s Q:, 
(Ph,, Ph,h,,+,Ph,,+,)~ yh,h,+h,,l, 
whenever bi < b,,, < b,,+, . 
(57) 
(58) 
(57) and (58) show that (48) and (50) continue to hold. 
If b,,, E B,,, , we take for %,,+, any open covering of X,,+, , which refines all the 
coverings pi&+,(%Z), a E A,,, a <b,,+, , and also refines all p,$,+,( 7ft,h,+,), where 
b, < b,+, < b,+, . Therefore, (49) and (52) continue to hold. Finally, we choose 
qZ,+, E Cov(X,,,,+,) so that 
st’(%h*,,+,) s %l,,+, . (59) 
4.4. Verijication of the axioms (Al)-(A3) 
In Sections 4.1-4.3 we have defined the directed set A, polyhedra X, E P?“, coverings 
Q21, and mappings poaz : X,. + X,. We will now show that they form an approximate 
system %‘= (X,, 021,, paa., A). 
In order to verify (Al) consider bi E B,, bj E B,, bk E Bk, b, < bi < bk. By (48) and 
(49), we have 
(Pb,, Ph,hlPh,F QZ,~ %,, (60) 
‘h, s Pi,pG,L (61) 
and therefore also 
(Pb,h,Ph,, Pb,h,Pb,h,Ph,) 4 a: . (62) 
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By (48), we also have 
(Ph,, Pb,h,Ph,)d “u;, 
(Ph,, Pb,hlPh,)~~~. 
Now (62), (63) and (64) yield 
(Pb,b,.Pbk, Pb,b,Pb,b~Pb~) -t(%$. 
(63) 
(64) 
(65) 
Since pbl (X) = X,,,, (65) implies the desired relation 
(Pb,hl, Pb,h,Pb,bk)-t2(q$)s qh,. (66) 
In order to verify (A2), consider any a = b, E Bi E A and any covering % E 
Cov(Xb,). Then choose a covering v,,, E Cov(X,,) such that 
st2( Vb,) S a. (67) 
By (51), there exists a b,,, E B,,, such that bi < b,+, and 
“I/‘ bb,+i = ‘Irh,. (68) 
Put a’ = bi+l and assume that a’ < b, < b,. By (50), we have 
(Pb,, Pb,b,Pb,)--b,b,+,, (69) 
(Pb,r Ph,h,Ph&) s vb,h,+, . 
Moreover, by (48), we have 
(70) 
(Pb,, Pb,hkPhi) s a; c qh,, 
which, by (52) yields 
(71) 
(Pb,b,Pb,r Ph,h,Pb,h~Pb~)s yhtbh,+,. 
Now (69), (70), (72) and (68) yield 
(72) 
(Ph,h$bi, Ph,h,Pb,h~Ph~)~St(CtTh,h,+,)=St(~fh,h,. (73) 
Since ph,:(X) = Xb,, (73) and (67) imply the desired relation 
(Pb, hi, Ph, h,Ph, h,, ) s st2( 2r,l ) s % (74) 
In order to verify condition (A3), consider a = bi E Bi G A and any covering 
% E Cov(Xb,). By (51), there exists a b,+, E Bi+, , bi <b,+, , such that 
V b,h,+, = “II. (75) 
Put a’ = b,,, and consider any b, E B, such that a’ < bj. Then, (52) yields the desired 
relation 
% sPi$,(vh,hh,+l) =pit&(oll). (76) 
Limits of approximate 9resolutions 
4.5. Verijcation of (AS), (RI)” and (R2)* 
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We will now show that the mappings pa :X -+ X,, a E A, defined in Section 4.3, 
verify (AS), (Rl)* and (R2)* and therefore form an approximate resolution p : X + $!?. 
Since all paa, are surjections and X, E 9, this is the desired approximate ??-resolution 
of x. 
Let a = b, E B, G A and let % E Cov(X,,). By (51), there exists a b,+, E B,+, , bi < b,+, , 
such that (75) holds, Now put a’ = b,,, . Then, by (50), for any u” E A, a’ < a”, we have 
(Ph,, P/I,a*,Pa,*) 4 “Irh,h,+, = “II, (77) 
as required by (AS)_. 
(RI)” was already established in Section 4.2. In order to verify (R2)*, consider 
any polyhedron Q and any covering YE Cov( 0). Choose for V’E Cov( Q) any 
covering such that st( V’) s ‘V. Now assume that a E A and that g, g’: X, + Q are 
mappings such that 
kP,, g’p,) c Yf’. (78) 
Since pa(X) = X,, (78) implies 
(g, g’) G st( V’) G 2’. (79) 
This condition is stronger than (R2)*, because for any a’~ a, (79) implies 
kP,d, g’Pad) s 2’. (80) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.7. 
5. @fundamental classes of mappings 
Definition 5.1. Let 9 be a class of spaces and let 9 be a class of mappings f: X + P, 
where PE 9’ and f(X) = P We call 9 a ~-fundamental class of mappings of X 
provided for any mapping f’: X + P’, PIE CT’, f’(x) = P’ and any covering 021 E
Cov( P’), there exist a member f: X + P of 9, and a surjective mapping p : P + P’ 
such that (f ‘, qof) G Ou. 
If we omit the requirements that f(X) = P, f’(x) = P’ and that cp is surjective, 
we obtain a notion, introduced by Watanabe in [ 1 l] under the name of an approxi- 
mate semiprojection with respect to 9’. 
It is easy to see that Lemma 3.1 can be strengthened by requiring that the mapping 
g: X + P belongs to a given g-fundamental class .F. Indeed, it suffices to find a 
sufficiently close approximate factorization cpg’ of the mapping g from Lemma 3.1 
such that g’: X + P’ belongs to 9 and cp : P’+ P is onto. Then one replaces g and 
pi by g’ and pi’p respectively. 
Using this stronger version of Lemma 3.1 instead of the original Lemma 3.1, our 
construction yields an approximate 9-resolution p = (p,) : X + 2, where all the 
mappings pa belong to the class $. 
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If we apply this version of our Theorem 1.7 to a space X with dim X s n and to 
the class of all polyhedra of dimension s n (omitting all considerations referring 
to surjectivity of the mappings paaS), we obtain an improvement of Watanabe’s 
theorem. Indeed, for the case when the members f of the fundamental class 9 
satisfy the conditionf(X) = P, we obtain an approximate resolution p = (pa) : X + 2, 
where all X, are polyhedra of dimension s n and all the mappings pa : X + X, 
belong to the given approximate semiprojection. 
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